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The construct of inhibition plays a prominent role within cognitive psychology
(Dagenbach & Carr, 1994; Dempster & Brainerd, 1995) despite ongoing contro
versy surrounding its utility as a concept (MacLeod, Dodd, Sheard, Wilson, &
Bibi, 2003). For researchers who agree on the existence of inhibition, there are
additional debates as to whether inhibition is the cause (Hasher & Zacks, 1988;
May, Hasher, & Kane, 1999) or a consequence (Kane, Bleckley, Conway, &
Engle, 2001) of individual differences in working memory capacity (WMC).
This chapter provides a brief introduction to our executive-attention theory of
WMC and how exactly WMC relates to inhibition, and then we review research
from the cognitive and social domains that connects WMC and inhibition.

Individual Differences in Working Memory Capacity
and Executive Attention
Individual differences in WMC are related to a number of important abilities
and behaviors, including fluid intelligence, reading comprehension, and acqui
sition of various skills (for recent reviews, see Conway et al., 2005; Engle &
Kane, 2004; Heitz, Unsworth, & Engle, 2004; Kane, Conway, Hambrick, &
Engle, 2007; Unsworth, Heitz, & Engle, 2005). These relations have been discov
ered mainly in the context of relating criterion measures to individual differ
ences in performance on complex span tasks such as operation span (OSPAN;
Turner & Engle, 1989), reading span (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980), and count
ing span (Case, Kurland, & Goldberg, 1982). These complex span tasks were
developed originally as a way to measure the multifaceted nature of cognition
based on the Baddeley and Hitch (1974) model of working memory. Complex
span tasks such as OSPAN combine the elements of a serial recall task (e.g., list
of words) interleaved with a simple decision task (e.g., solving basic mathematic
operations). For example, participants taking OSPAN would see a series of
125
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items such as the following: IS (2 x 1) + 3

=

6 ? DOG. After two to seven items

are presented, the participant would then be signaled to recall the words in

serial order. Thus, complex span tasks have also been labeled "pro<;essing-and
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storage tasks," in contrast to "storage-only tasks" such as digit span, which
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From this perspective, individual differences in WMC, as measured by
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are commonly included in psychological test batteries.
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the various complex span tasks, represent the ability to maintain item and
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the task. Across trials, the opportunity for interference arises, and WMC is
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Our framework for explaining the relations between measures of WMC and
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attention in a goal-directed manner, is critical for accurate and efficient

on inl

mation must be actively maintained to guide response selection, especially if
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order information while dividing attention with the processing component of

important for selecting only the currently relevant memory representations.
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higher order cognition is that executive attention, or the ability to control

goal-d

cognition. More specifically, WMC is most important when goal-related infor
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viable but contextually inappropriate response alternatives are also available
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(Engle & Kane, 2004). The label executive attention was explicitly chosen to
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the domain-free, limited-capacity functioning of the central executive in the
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emphasize our contention that individual differences in WMC represent mainly
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Baddeley and Hitch (197 4) working memory model (Kane, Poole, Tuholski,
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Although we use the term working memory capacity, we view individual
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& Engle, 2006).
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differences in WMC as representing an ability to control attention, which leads
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another way to view individual differences in WMC is to think of them as

other

(1975) outlined two kinds of capacity limitations on information processing:
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given situation is determined by a combination of the two types of process, but
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to differences in the number of items one can store in memory. Therefore,

differences in the ability to allocate attention resources. Norman and Bobrow

(a) data limitations and (b) resource limitations. Critically, performance in a
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data limitations (e.g., stimulus degradation) occur independent of the amount of
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differences in WMC are akin to resource limitations on processing, and people

were

(for a related view on the flexibility of attention allocation, see Cowan, 2004).
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attention resources an individual allocates to the task. We argue that individual
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high in WMC can more flexibly allocate attention resources to achieve some goal
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To study the importance of individual differences in WMC, our research
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with young adults has used the full range of individual differences in several
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crystallized intelligence, and has attempted to account for the nature of the
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factor analysis and structural equation modeling (Conway, Cowan, Bunting,
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et al., 2004). Our microanalytic research, which is the focus of this chapter,
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had individuals who score in the upper and lower quartiles (called high-span
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experiments, primarily in the memory and attention domains.
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has taken two main forms (Engle & Kane, 2004). Our macroanalytic research

abilities, including WMC, short-term memory, processing speed, and fluid and
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relations between these constructs at the latent level using confirmatory
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A Resource Account of Inhibition

Several researchers (Friedman & Miyake, 2004; Kipp Harnishfeger, 1995; Mac
Leod et al., 2003; Nigg, 2000) have recently acknowledged the prevalence of
inhibition as an explanatory mechanism in different psychological domains.
However, as those authors also noted, the exact meaning of inhibition hypothe
sized in various studies is. often poorly defined. Our view is that inhibition is
a controlled and resource-demanding process that influences performance in
situations where task success is aided by inhibiting not only task-specific infor
mation but also irrelevant thoughts and distracting events (Conway & Engle,
1994; Engle, 1996). Therefore, our use of inhibition is equivalent to the active,
goal-directed process that Bjork (1989) referred to as suppression; our focus is
on inhibition as suppression and not inhibition as blocking, which Bjork de
scribed as "a .by-product of the activation of other items in memory .. . [that]
may not be adaptive" (Bjork, 1989, p. 325).
Engle, Conway, Tuholski, and Shisler (1995) presented an account of inhi
bition as an effortful, resource-dependent process that would be impaired if
one did not have sufficient attention resources. Engle et al. (1995) tested the
inhibition-resource hypothesis by administering a negative priming task under
varying conditions of concurrent memory load. Specifically, participants saw
a pair of letters on each trial and were instructed to name the red letter while
ignoring the green letter. Trials were divided into primes and probes, with one
third of the probe trials representing the interference condition, because the
probe target had just been presented as the distractor on the prime trial. The
other two thirds of the probe trials were control trials, with completely different
red and green letters on both the prime and probe trial pair. The critical
manipulation involved the presentation of a word to be remembered for later
recall after certain probe trials. No word was presented after the probe trial
for the initial prime-probe pair in a set of five trials (Load 0); however, a
different word for recall was presented after each of the subsequent probe
trials in the set (Loads 1, 2, 3, and 4). After completing five trials, participants
were instructed to recall the four words in serial order. The negative priming
effect (the difference between control and inhibition trials) was compared for
each memory load (0-4) and also to a separate experiment in which participants
completed the negative priming task without the concurrent memory task.
If inhibition is a resource-dependent process, then the negative-priming
effect reflecting inhibition should vary with the increasing attention resources
being devoted to the concurrent memory task. That is, as the resources de
manded by the memory task increase with the number of items held in memory,
there should be fewer resources available to devote to the letter identification
task and· to suppression of the distractor, as reflected in a decrease in the
amount of slowing seen on interference trials compared with control trials.
Participants in the control experiment showed the typical negative-priming
effect; however, as predicted, this relation changed with increasing load for
participants who also performed the memory task. Although interference trials
were slower than control trials for the Load· 0 condition, the Load 3 and 4
conditions showed that interference trials were actually faster than control
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trials. The so-called interference trials showed a positive-priming effect, which

Acce�

is what would be expected if the representation of the distractor from the
previous trial was not adequately suppressed. The modification of the negative

Hash

priming effect by adding a memory load demonstrates that inhibitory processes

activ1

are indeed resource dependent.

stimt

Conway, Tuholsk.i, Shisler, and Engle (1999) proposed that individual
differences in WMC also affect inhibitory efficiency by comparing high- and

(p. 6E

low-span participants on a version of the negative-priming task used in Engle
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et al. (1995). Replicating their earlier work, negative priming was seen only
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on trials with a memory load of 0, supporting the argument that inhibition is
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a resource-dependent process. The critical finding involving WMC was that
although high-span participants showed a significant negative-priming effect
at Load 0, low-span participants did not produce a reliable negative-priming
effect in any memory load condition. These results suggest that even in the
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easiest version of the task, low-span participants did not suppress the distractor
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item. Going back to the earlier discussion of the factors involved in determining
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the resources available for inhibitory processes, these results show that individ
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ual differences in WMC influence the effectiveness of inhibition.
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Working Memory Capacity and Cognitive Inhibition
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As mentioned earlier in this chapter, there are differing views regarding the
primary cause of individual differences in WMC. As will become clear, we are

pos

confident that WMC is in fact related to inhibition. However, our position is
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that individual differences in WMC represent a differential ability to control
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attention, which causes (among other things) individual differences in inhibi
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tory ability. Admittedly, this account makes many predictions similar to those
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of an alternative view that individual differences in inhibitory processes lead
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to differences inWMC (Hasher & Zacks, 1988). Although presented originally
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as a theory to explain the cognitive deficits often seen in older adults, this view
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can often account for the differences in performance seen within individuals of
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the same age group, resulting in what has been described as the "chicken-egg''
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dilemma (Kane et al., 2001; May et al., 1999). However, research conducted

re

in our lab from the time of our last review ofWMC and inhibition (Engle, 1996)

pr

has provided additional evidence that WMC is the causal factor, and not the

at

consequence, of inhibition.
Especially relevant to our discussion of competing theories of WMC,
Hasher, Zacks, and May (1999) put forth a taxonomy of inhibition that distin

tit

guishes among the access, deletion, and restraint functions in their discussion
of inhibitory failures in older adults. Borrowing from a similar point made
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by Friedman and Miyake (2004), these separate inhibitory functions can be
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considered in terms of the three different stages of information processing at
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which each occurs: (a) Access occurs at the perceptual stage, (b) deletion hap
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(Cowan, 1995), and (c) restraint arises at the output level of processing. These
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separate types of inhibition provide the framework for reviewing our research
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pens at an intermediate stage after representations enter the focus of attention

in the cognitive domain relating WMC to inhibition.
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Access

tegative

Hasher et al. (1999) defined the access function of inhibition as "preventing any

rocesses

activated but goal-irrelevant information (triggered automatically by familiar

dividual

stimuli in the physical or mental environment) from entering working memory"
(p. 654). The physical stimuli correspond to external information, whereas the

igh- and
in Engle

mental stimuli are analogous to internal thoughts. The research described in
this section focuses mainly on the "physical" environment, whereas the research

�en only

described later in the WMC and Social Inhibition section centers more on the

bition is

"mental" environment.
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DICHOTIC LISTENING. Although primarily used as a means to study early

priming

versus late-filter attention theories, dichotic listening also provides a power

n in the

rmining

ful demonstration that WMC is related to one's ability to select what enters
memory. Conway, Cowan, and Bunting (2001) used dichotic listening to
study the relation between WMC and the ability to inhibit a highly salient

individ-

distractor-namely, one's own name, as in the cocktail party phenomenon

stractor

(Moray, 1959). High- and low-span participants were presented with different
auditory streams in two channels and told to shadow one input while ignoring
the other. As in the original study, the shadowing task was used as a guise to
n

examine whether individuals reported hearing their name, which had been
presented in the irrelevant auditory channel.

ling the

The authors argued that two opposing hypotheses regarding WMC were

, we are

possible: (a) High-span participants could have been able to both successfully

;ition is

shadow the relevant channel while also monitoring the irrelevant channel,

control

resulting in more reports of hearing their own name, or (b) high-span partici

inhibi-

pants could have been better at focusing on the relevant channel and actively

�0 those

suppressing the irrelevant channel, resulting in fewer reports of hearing their

Jes lead

own name. The latter prediction is exactly what they found; low-span partici
pants were much more likely to report hearing their names than high-span

iginally
lis view

participants (65% vs. 20%, respectively), and they made more shadowing errors

:luals of
m-egg"

than high-span participants at the time their name was presented. The results
suggest two very important conclusions: (a) Individual differences in WMC

tducted

represent differences in ability versus the amount of E?tored information as a

�.

1996)

not the

property of an individual, and (b) WMC is determined by an ability to control
attention in the service of achieving task goals.

WMC,

FLANKER TASK Another experimental situation where distractor informa

distin

tion can interfere with the task goal is the flanker task (Eriksen & Eriksen,

�ussion

1974). This paradigm demonstrates the importance of being able to selectively

t made

focus on a specific aspect of a stimulus, even when it is surrounded by

can be

distractors competing for attention. In one version of the task, participants

sing at

are instructed to respond to a central target letter flanked either by the same

mhap

letters (e.g., HHHHH; compatible) or letters mapped to the competing response
HH§_HH; incompatible). Performance on incompatible trials is slower

tention

(e.g.,

. These

and more error prone when compared with. compatible trials because the
influence of the distractors interferes with processing of the target letter.

1search

Gratton, Coles, Sirevaag, Eriksen, and Donchin (1988) analyzed the response
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time (RT) distributions for compatible and incompatible flanker trials and
measured accuracy as a function of RT. They found that incompatible-trial
performance was at chance on the fastest trials, but performance on slightly
slower trials was actually less than chance, consistent with the idea that the
distractors were not being filtered and in fact were biasing participants toward
the competing, incorrect response. In contrast, the slowest incompatible trials
were performed without error, suggesting that the flankers were no longer
affecting responses.
Heitz and Engle (in press) extended the Gratton et al. (1988) findings by
testing high- and low-span participants on the flanker task on the basis of the
notion that high-span participants are faster at constraining their attention
to the target and less likely to be affected by the distracting information on
incompatible trials. High- and low-span participants did not differ in accuracy
during either the fastest or slowest incompatible trials. Replicating Gratton
et al., on the fastest trials, all participants were performing at chance, suggest
ing that they were merely guessing; on the slowest trials, all participants were
near ceiling. However, high-span participants were significantly more accurate
on trials in the middle of the RT distribution, indicating that they were faster
in their ability to selectively attend to the target letter and remove the influence
of the distractors.
Redick and Engle (2006) also examined individual differences in WMC on
a version of the flanker test embedded within the attention network test (Fan,
McCandliss, Sommer, Raz, & Posner, 2002). Instead of using letters, the atten
tion network test displays left- and right-pointing arrows as the targets and
distractors. Despite the differences in the overall task structure, we corrobo
rated the findings of Heitz and Engle (in press) showing that the presence of
incompatible flankers was more detrimental for low-span compared with high
span participants. Overall, these results suggest that individuals high in WMC
are more effective at preventing interfering information from affecting fur
ther cognition.

Deletion
As part of the memory retrieval process, one must identify and select the

appropriate item from among other activated representations within memory.
This search through memory is aided if one can inhibit "the activation of any
marginally relevant or irrelevant information, along with the activation of any
information that becomes irrelevant" (Hasher et al., 1999, p. 654). The deletion
function is similar both to what Nigg (2000) called cognitive inhibition and to
the effortful suppression form of retrieval inhibition that Bjork (1989) distin
guished from blocking. As stated earlier, the key distinction between suppres
sion and blocking is that suppression is actively used to achieve some goal,
whereas blocking is more of a consequence of retrieving a nontarget item
that subsequently impairs access to the target. In addition to the proactive
interference (PI) studies that follow, the interested reader is referred to Engle
(1996) for a discussion of previous research with WMC and inhibition during
memory retrieval.
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PAIRED-AssoCIATES TASK. Rosen and Engle (1998) examined the role of
WMC in a modified paired-associates task. High- and low-span participants
were presented with lists of cue-target pairs to learn and then tested for target
recall after each list presentation for a total of three separate lists. Although
all participants received semantically related cues on each list, the exact list
composition was determined by two between-subjects conditions. Participants
in the control condition received cues from a new category for each list, and
target words were never repeated. In contrast, participants in the interference
condition received the same 12 cues for each list and received the same target
words on the first and third lists. Thus, we labeled the design for the control
condition EF-CD-AB and the interference condition AB-A C-AB to represent
that List 3 items were the same for both conditions. Comparing the span groups
in the interference condition allowed us to make the following predictions: (a) If
high-span participants are better at suppressing, then List 2 performance
should be worse for low-span participants because the List 1 cue...,target associa
tions should interfere, and (b) low-span participants should actually be faster
than high-span participants on List 3 relearning because they did not inhibit
these associations as effectively as high-span participants did.
The results showed that low-span participants were more likely to intrude
List 1 targets at recall of List 2 items, and they also took more trials to correctly
recall all 12 target items. This finding is consistent with the idea that low
span persons have more difficulty suppressing previously learned information,
but one could also argue that low-span persons are slower at learning associa
tions, and thus their deficit is not inhibitory in nature. To test the second
prediction, RT on List 3 relearning was compared for both span groups across
experimental conditions. On List 3, high-span participants in the interference
condition, despite having previously encountered the same cue-target relation
ships in List 1, were slower to recall the target compared with high-span
participants in the control condition. Low-span participants showed the oppo
site pattern in that they were faster in the interference condition than the
control condition at List 3, presumably because they had not suppressed the
List 1 associations when learning the List 2 items. Even stronger evidence for
the relation between WMC and suppression is taken from the within-subject
comparison of participants in the interference condition: High-span partici
pants were slower to recall the target on List 3 compared with List 1 by a much
greater degree than low-span participants (157 milliseconds vs. 53 milliseconds,
respectively). The demonstration of a cost of suppression for high-span partici
pants, who normally outperform low-span participants in a variety of com
plex situations, provides strong evidence for the relation between WMC and
inhibition.
BROWN-PETERSON TASK. An obvious choice to examine differences in the
way high- and low-span persons inhibit irrelevant items during retrieval is to
measure their susceptibility to PI in the classic Brown-Peterson task (Brown,
1958; Peterson & Peterson, 1959). Kane and Engle (2000) studied the effects
of load in a design similar to a version of the PI buildup task used by Craik
and Birtwistle (1971). Across two experiments, high- and low-span groups
received three lists of words from the same semantic category (e.g., animals)
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and were then presented with a fourth list of words from a different semantic
category (e.g., occupations). To study the effects of divided attention, partici

c
0

pants also concurrently performed variations of a sequential finger-tapping

i

task corresponding to control (no tapping), simple (compatibly mapped tap

ll

ping), and complex (incompatibly mapped tapping) conditions.

r

The experimental design allowed the examination of the combined effects

l

of interference, WMC, and divided attention on retrieval.Lists 2 and 3 corre
spond to buildup of PI, where interference is highest because of the previous
lists from the same category: In contrast, List 4 represents release from PI,

E
(

and interference is lower because the to-be-recalled words are from a different
category. Whereas high-span participants should show less PI buildup than
low-span participants because of their superior ability to devote attention to

1

suppressing previous-list items, the span groups should achieve similar levels

1

of PI release given that the number of activated items competing for retrieval
should be low. In addition, if individual differences in WMC reflect differential
ability to allocate attention, then adding an attention-demanding task such
as complex tapping should actually impair high-span participants' inhibitory
processes. The logic is that high-span persons are allocating attention resources
across several processes in the memory and tapping tasks requiring controlled
attention, whereas low-span persons are unlikely to change the allocation of
resources they are devoting to performing either type of task.
Although both groups showed effects of PI buildup, only high-span partici
pants were affected by the tapping condition. High-span participants were less
affected by PI buildup than low-span participants in the control and simple
conditions, supporting the view that WMC is related to inhibitory processes
during retrieval in high-interference situations. However, high- and low-span
participants showed similar PI buildup in the complex tapping condition; as
high-span individuals devoted more attention to the difficult secondary task,
their ability to sufficiently allocate resources to suppression in the memory task
decreased, and their performance fell to the level ofthe low-span individuals. As
predicted, both span groups showed similar levels of PI release across the
tapping conditions, demonstrating that WMC is specifically important when
dealing with interfering representations. The load manipulation provides fur
ther support for our view that individual differences in WMC drive inhibitory
abilities. High-span participants' inhibitory efficiency is determined by their
ability to allocate attention to various controlled processes, including suppres
sion. Low-span participants are unaffected by secondary tasks (see also Rosen
& Engle, 1997) because they lack flexibility in allocating their attention, and
thus any processes requiring attention may be impaired. If WMC was deter
mined by inhibitory ability, it is unclear how dividing attention would affect
only high-span participants.

Restraint
The final function of inhibition described by Hasher et al. ( 1999) is the restraint
function, which aids cognition by "preventing prepotent candidates for response
from immediately seizing control . .. so that other, less probable response
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candidates can be considered" (p. 654). This type of inhibition can be thought
of as a kind of last resort for the system, thwarting an automatic, momentarily
inappropriate response in favor of an alternative option. Engle and Kane (2004)
argued that one of the main determinants of cognitive control is the ability to
resolve response competition, especially when an alternative choice is a habit
ual response in conflict with the current task goals. The following studies are
also important in supporting the executive-attention view of WMC, as the
surface properties of these low-level attention tasks have little in common with
complex span tasks such as OSPAN.
STROOP TAsK. Kane and Engle (2003) conducted a series of experiments
using the well-known Stroop (1935) task. In the color-word Stroop task, individ
uals are instructed to name the color of the ink (or font) of the word that is
presented. The Stroop interference effect refers to the common finding that
individuals are slower and make more incorrect responses on trials in which
the word and color conflict (e.g., the word green written in red; incongruent)
compared with trials in which the word and color information correspond (e.g.,
the word red written in red; congruent) or the word and color are unrelated to
each other (e.g. , book written in red; neutral). SiJililar to Friedman and Miyake
(2004), we view the color-word Stroop task as predominantly reflecting re
sponse inhibition and not perceptual filtering, because reading the word is
such a strong competing response for literate individuals. The Stroop task
provides a good way to test specific hypotheses regarding the importance of
WMC to maintain goal information and resolve response conflict (Engle &
Kane, 2004).
For example, Logan and Zbrodoff (1979) demonstrated that the number
of incongruent trials relative to all other trials affects the magnitude of the
Stroop effect. They found that as the proportion of incongruent trials increases,
the magnitude of the Stroop effect decreases. A Stroop task with all incongruent
trials reduces the burden on the participant to actively maintain the task goal
of saying the color and not reading the word, and therefore each incongruent
trial serves as a reminder of the goal to name the ink color. In contrast, a
Stroop task with relatively few incongruent trials produces a larger Stroop
effect, especially for individuals who have not actively maintained the color
naming goal and instead rely on the prepotent response of reading the word
(a strategy that works well forthe majority of congruent trials). Across several
experiments in Kane and Engle (2003; see also Long & Frat, 2002), low-span
participants showed a greater Stroop interference effect in terms of RT and/
or error rate in blocks with infrequent incongruent trials. Interestingly, low
span participants also showed a larger facilitation effect than high-span par
ticipants, indicating that they were actually faster to respond to congruent
compared with neutral trials. In this case, a larger facilitation effect provides
additional evidence that low-span participants are responding by word reading
on most trials, showing that because they were not maintaining the task goal,
they were also less likely to suppress the prepotent response.
ANTISACCADE TASK. The antisaccade task (Hallett, 1978) is particularly well
suited for studying goal-oriented responding in the presence of an incorrect
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prepotent response. In most versions of this task, participants move their eyes
from a central fixation point when a peripheral stimulus is presented either
to the left or right of fixation. The direction of the eye movement depends on
the instructions for that trial; correct prosaccade trials are made by moving
toward the stimulus, whereas successful antisaccade trials are performed by

executive·
distinctio
trials:

moving the gaze in the direction opposite of the stimulus. As Roberts, Hager,
and Heron (1994) noted, moving one's eyes toward a presented stimulus is an
automatic, highly prepotent reaction, and thus preventing such a response in
favor of moving in the opposite direction is difficult. Roberts et al. pointed out
another advantage of this task in that most normal individuals likely do not
differ on the ability or speed at which they can move their eyes; other tasks
have the potential problem that individuals have differentially learned the
stimulus-response mapping to be used in the experiment (for further discussion
of this issue, see Wilhelm & Oberauer, 2006).
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Kane et al. (2001) administeredthe prosaccade and antisaccade conditions
to high- and low-span participants. Participants fixated centrally before a
peripheral cue flashed on the left or right side ofthe screen. After this cue, a
letter briefly appeared before being masked, and participants were asked to

critical c

identity the letter. In the prosaccade condition, the letter appeared in the same
position as the cue that had just previously disappeared, and in the antisaccade
condition, the letter appeared on the opposite side of the screen. Because correct
responses in the prosaccade condition were based primarily on making reflexive
saccades, high- and low-span participants were not predicted to differ. However,
because the ability to control attention via maintenance of the task goals and
suppression of inappropriate, habitual responses is important for success in
the antisaccade condition, low-span participants were predicted to make more
errors and take longer to respond on antisaccade trials. Tbe results confirmed
the importance ofWMC in dealing with prepotent responses: The span groups
did not differ in errors or RT on prosaccade trials, but low-span participants
were slower to respond and made more errors on antisaccade trials than high
span participants.
One problem that could limit the interpretation of these results is the
nature of the letter identificationtask. Specifically, previous research (Roberts
et al., 1994) has shown that secondary tasks performed concurrently with
antisaccade tasks impair performance. It is possible that the letter identifica
tion task was more difficult for low-span participants, and thus the differences
in the dependent measures in Kane et al. (2001) were due not to the control
of eye movements but instead to the letter identification process. Unsworth,
Schrock, and Engle (2004) alleviated this concern by replicating Kane et al.,
with the exception that there was no letter identification. Instead, high- and
low-span participants moved their eyes toward (prosaccade) or away from
(antisaccade) a flashing cue, and response latency was measured by analyzing
eye movement data. Corroborating the findings of Kane et al., high- and low
span participants did not differ in the time to move their gaze in the prosaccade
condition, but low-span participants were slower on antisaccade trials. In addi
tion, low-span participants made more errors only on antisaccade trials.
Tbe final experiment in Unsworth et al. (2004) provided strong evidence
for solving the chicken-egg dilemma-namely, trying to differentiate between
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Prosaccade trials simply require looking toward the flashing cue, and this
response is thought to rely on exogenous, automatic attentional capture and

;ed stimulus is an
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The implication is that although suppression of the prepotent response is
important for accurate performance on antisaccade trials, the ability to plan
and execute a controlled eye movement also determines trial success. Therefore,
if high- and low-span participants differ only in the ability to inhibit, they

After this cue, a
ts were asked to

should not differ in the voluntary saccade aspect of the trial. However, if the
critical determinant of WMC is actually controlled attention, then individual
differences in WMC should be important for both response inhibition and
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saccade generation on antisaccade trials.
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In Experiment 3, Unsworth et al. (2004) presented high- and low-span
participants with the previous exogenous versions of the prosaccade and anti
saccade tasks, in which a flashing box at the periphery determined the direction
in which the participant was to make a saccade. However, participants also
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performed endogenous prosaccade and antisaccade trials in which the cue
informing participants which way to move their eyes was a centrally presented
left- or right-pointing arrow. By making the cue endogenous, the prosaccade
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participants on the endogenous prosaccade trials, suggesting that controlled
processes in addition to suppression of the prepotent response were partly

condition now required a planned saccade based on interpreting the cue rather
than reliance on a reflexive saccade to a flashing peripheral cue. Thus, the
important comparison for distinguishing the executive-attention and inhibition
theories ofWMC is the exogenous and endogenous prosaccade conditions. The
results showed that low-span participants were now slower than high-span

responsible for the differences between the span groups on antisaccade trials.
This result is difficult to explain using a theory ofWMC based solely on inhibi
tory functions, because inhibition does not seem important for making an eye
movement based on the direction of a central arrow.
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We now shift our focus to applications of the executive-attention theory of
WMC to social phenomena related to the ability to suppress irrelevant thoughts.
Thought suppression is an important component of an influential theory of
mental control (Wegner, 1994) that has been extended to several neuropsycho
logical conditions. Recently, WMC has been hypothesized as an important
factor related to mental control in social cognition (Feldman Barrett, Tugade,
& Engle, 2004). The studies discussed next have one common theme: examining
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the role of individual differences in WMC related to the suppression of irrele
vant thoughts in many different domains.
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) has received increased media attention
in the United States following the events of September 11, 2001, and the
ongoing military campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan. The syndrome is charac
terized by frequent thou ghts of traumatic experiences in the form of flashbacks
that can severely debilitate an individual's ability to achieve a normal life
(Brewin, 2001). Brewin and colleagues (Brewin & Beaton, 2002; Brewin &
Smart, 2005) proposed that this condition could temporarily reduce WMC,
which would impair an affected individual's ability to suppress disturbing
thoughts. Brewin and Beaton (2002) used the white bear paradigm (Wegner,
Schneider, Carter, & White, 1987) to study intrusions. The procedure for this
task was to compare a condition in which students were told to not think of a
white bear (suppression) with a condition in which they were told to think of
a white bear (expression). Any instances of white bear thoughts were obtained
by verbal report and/or by a bell the participants were instructed to ring if
they thought of a white bear. OSPAN was significantly correlated with the
number of white bear occurrences only in the suppression condition (r =-.51).
Brewin and Smart (2005) extended these findings by modifYing the white
bear task so that the material to suppress was personally relevant. Instead of
thinking about white bears, students identified their most frequent intrusive
thought before the experiment and then were instructed to either suppress or
express that thought internally. In spite of the difficulties in verifYing that
participants were actually following the task instructions, Brewin and Smart
found that OSPAN was again significantly correlated to the number of reported
intrusive thought failures in the suppression condition (r -.23). Both of these
studies were conducted with nonpatient students; the following section deals
with the relation between WMC and intrusive-thought suppression in clini
cal patients.
=

Depression
. I

Another clinical condition believed to be related in part to impaired thought
suppression is depression (Arnett et al., 1999). Depressed patients may focus
on negative thoughts to a greater degree than healthy individuals, and similar
to those with PTSD, people with depression may resemble low-span individuals
by having a reduced ability to allocate attention resources to processes such
as inhibition. Arnett et al. (1999) argued that depression may act as a cognitive
load that affects performance on tasks requiring WMC. More explicitly, having
to allocate attention resources to suppress frequently occurring negative
thoughts is similar to devoting resources to a secondary task in the studies
discussed earlier (Conway et al., 1999; Kane & Engle, 2000; see also Rosen &
Engle, 1997). Arnett et al. studied the relation between WMC and depression
in multiple sclerosis (MS) patients and found that compared with a non-
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ession of irrele-

depressed MS group and a nondepressed non-MS group, MS patients with
depression showed worse performance on reading span. The authors argued
for clinical evaluations of MS patients to rule out depression as the cause of
the impaired central executive functioning observed in MS patients.
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Life Stress

·

Similar to frequent traumatic flashbacks in PTSD and constant negative
thoughts in depression, individuals dealing with a high amount of life stress
may have performance decrements on tasks that tap WMC (Klein & Boals,
2001). Individuals who are devoting resources to attempting to suppress un
wanted, task-irrelevant thoughts have less attention to devote to task perfor
mance. Klein and Boals (2001) argued that unlike other task-irrelevant
thoughts, "unwanted thoughts about adverse life events continue to require
effort to inhibit" (p. 566). In two experiments, they found a significant correla
tion between the self-reported number of negative life stress events recently
encountered and OSPAN performance (rs = -.46 and -.36); that is, lower WMC
was associated with more adverse stress. However, positive life stress was not
correlated with OSPAN. In a third study, participants identified two major life
events and then were given a scale measuring the amount of intrusive (e.g.,
"I thought about it when I didn't mean to") and avoidant (e.g., "I tried to remove
it from memory") thinking they engaged in related to each event. Klein and
Boals found that individuals with lower OSPAN scores engaged in more
intrusive-avoidant thinking (r = -.22). Similar to Wegner's (1994) theory of
thought suppression, although thoughts about positive events are task irrele
vant, they are not unwanted thoughts like negative stress-related concerns
are, and thus they can easily be discounted. Thoughts about negative life events
are more difficult to suppress and consume attention resources that could
otherwise be devoted to the primary task (in this case, OSPAN).
Stereotype Threat
WMC has recently been explored as a mediating factor in susceptibility to
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stereotype threat. Following the work of Steele and Aronson (1995), stereotype
threat refers to the impaired test performance that individuals show after a
stereotype about their in-group has been made salient (Schmader & Johns,
2003). Examples of how stereotypes have been activated experimentally include
framing the test as an intelligence measure, having participants identify their
race and ethnicity, or informing participants that their scores would be com
pared with those of another racial or ethnic group. The interpretation of test
decrements associated with stereotype threat is that test takers have to contend
with the added pressure and concern of confirming the negative stereotype
with their performance. Similar to the previous research on life stress, the
negative stereotype information works as a type of stressor.
Schmader and Johns (2003) hypothesized that stereotype threat reduces
WMC because test takers must devote resources to suppressing these extratask
thoughts and anxiety. In their first experiment, women and men were assigned
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to either a stereotype-threat or a control group. All participants performed the
OSP AN task, but those in the stereotype-threat group were first informed about
previous research showing that women score lower on tests of "quantitative
capacity" compared with men. They found that women and men in the control
group and men in the stereotype-threat group had equivalent OSPAN scores,
but the women in the stereotype-threat group scored significantly lower, repre
senting reduced WMC. In Experiment 2, the participants were instead Latino
and non-Hispanic White, and the stereotype-threat instructions were that the
OSP AN task was a test highly correlated with intelligence and that their scores
would be used to establish ethnic norms. A similar result to Experiment 1 was
obtained; Latino participants in the stereotype-threat group had much lower
OSPAN scores than the other groups, which were all equivalent to each other.
Stereotype threat is yet another form of task-irrelevant, intrusive thought that
competes with the attention resources one has to allocate to task performance.
The situational reductions in WMC reviewed in this section need to be studied
further, given the importance of WMC in higher order cognition and perfor
mance on various ability tests used as selection criteria in educational and
occupational settings.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented evidence showing that WMC is related to
inhibition in many different areas of psychology. We have argued that WMC
reflects the ability to control attention and that this is an important construct
for higher order cognition, including inhibitory processes. On the basis of our
research with divided-attention tasks (Conway et al., 1999; Kane & Engle,
2000; Rosen & Engle, 1997) and the endogenous prosaccade condition of the
antisaccade task (Unsworth et al., 2004), we maintain that WMC determines
inhibitory ability and not vice versa (cf. May et al., 1999). However, the possibil
ity remains that individual differences among young adults and group differ
ences between young and old adults do not have the same causal mechanism
and that older adults may have an additional general inhibitory deficit that
impairs their cognition.
By using the terminology of Hasher et al. (1999), we have attempted to
be explicit regarding the function of inhibition implied by using the term as
an explanatory agent. However, future research with WMC should focus on
whether the interference seen in tasks such as the flanker (Heitz & Engle, in
press) and Stroop (Kane & Engle, 2003) tasks occurs only at the input and
output levels of processing, respectively, as has been presented in this chapter.
For example, with the flanker task, it is possible that high- and low-span
participants differ in the ability both to suppress distractors during encod
ing and to stop an incorrectly activated response if the perceptual filtering
fails.
Determining more precisely the processing stage at which interference
occurs may be aided by studies from the· cognitive neuroscience domain. Al
though we have previously asserted that WMC is related to prefrontal cortex
functioning (Kane & Engle, 2002), research published since that review has
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provided direct evidence of prefrontal cortex involvement.1 For example, similar
to our microanalytic design, a few studies have measuredWMC before complet
ing the experiment of interest to examine the role of the prefrontal cortex in both
individual differences in WMC and situations involving interference control
(Burgess, Gray, Conway, & Braver, 2005; Heitz, Corballis, Parks, & Engle,
2005; Mecklinger, Weber, Gunter, & Engle, 2003). Additional work.(Kondo,
Osaka, & Osaka, 2004; Osaka et al, 2003) has separated high- and low-span
participants on the basis of one complex span task and then measured activa
tion levels during performance of a variant of another complex span task. These
results suggest that high- and low-span individuals show a different pattern
of frontal activation via an interaction between the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex and anterior cingulate cortex areas. As neuroimaging methodologies
improve, cognitive neuroscience should provide additional evidence elucidating
the shared relation betweenWMC and higher order cognition.
In addition, more research should address the alternative explanations
(MacLeod et al., 2003) of the many inhibitory effects described here (for an
account ofWMC focusing on interference caused by inefficient use of retrieval
cues, see Unsworth and Engle, in press). Although we have asserted that
individual differences in WMC do not represent exclusively inhibitory pro
cesses, perhaps an explanation based solely on differences in allocating atten
tion could account for some of the results we presented. Nonetheless, establish
ing the exact relation betweenWMC and inhibition is becoming an increasingly

I.IC is related to

important goal for researchers in many areas of psychology.
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